Same morphology of ventricular premature complexes triggering repeated ventricular fibrillation.
Episodes ventricular fibrillation (VF) initiated by ventricular premature complexes (VPCs) of a single morphology have been reported. However, the characteristics of the VPCs over long periods of time are unknown. To compare the morphologies and coupling intervals of VPCs that initiate episodes of VF that occur at different time periods. The database of the follow-up of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) unit was reviewed and patients having at least two spontaneous VF episodes with available recorded EGMs in unipolar and bipolar configuration were included in the study. The coupling interval and morphology of the initiating beat were analyzed. Nine out of 300 patients with ICD had two or more spontaneous VF episodes. The time interval between episodes ranged from seconds (arrhythmic storm) to 3 years. The fibrillatory VPCs presented the same morphology in both recordings in all episodes of each patient. The coupling intervals of VPCs initiating VF were close for the episodes that occurred during a single arrhythmic storm and were more variable when the time intervals between episodes of VF were longer. VPCs triggering VF that occur at different times in the same patient have similar morphologies suggesting similar sites of origin for the initial VPC of VF in each patient.